
They are part of a most interesting color family...
Orange!!

. INSPIRATION! .
My picture of the week...

Walking down the streets of Amsterdam you'll discover
the most lovely flower markets. The colors cover the

spectrum. The underside of these umbrellas reflect the
most captivating of colors... orange! Use Orange to

create your own environment of energy!!

Thoughts about the color ORANGE:
It represents enthusiasm, cheerfulness & friendship
Orange is the color of fun & geometry
This color captures our attention & interest
It exudes positive energy & creativity



. ART .
This Paper Mosaic is full of personality !!

Creating this Paper Mosaic was a labor of love. There
are thousands of tiny bits of paper and imagery that

comprise this work. It is one of my favorites!



LINK to Paper Mosaics

. HOME DESIGN .
Welcome Home to Orange !!

This most beautiful orange is warm, drawing us into this
lovely home. Count on this color for a friendly embrace.

A crisp white ceiling, trim & wainscot add a needed
light value balance to this color composition

The black banister railing and framing details offer
contrast and make a dynamic statement

Natural elements of leaves & butterflies are
showcased in artwork to provide soft additions to the



overall concept

LINK to Home Design INSIGHT on our Website

. PAPER FLOWERS .
Sweet Orange...

When roaming through estate sales, flea markets and
antique shows I am always looking for little 'orphan'

pieces of china. I found this pretty sugar bowl several
years ago. I love the orange, black & cream colors.

A little bouquet of pink, orange, white, cream & gray
leaves creates a happy little composition that lifts my

spirits each time I see it.

There is an assortment of flowers. Select any flower and
simply use the perfect colors for your container to make
your bouquet be the star. Add pearls and little jewels for



an extra bit of glam.

LINK to Paper Flower
Instructions

. PAINTED FURNITURE .
Bright Tangerine ! It feels just like summer !

High energy and fresh color brings this chair alive. You
are assured to have an exciting summer when you
transform your furniture with a simple coat of paint!

LINK to our Painted Furniture
Projects



With my every best wish...

By now you know my baby Zachary. He is my little prince.
In this photo he is sitting on my tangerine bedding from

Issac Mizrahi. I found this quilt at Target years ago and it
is still so lovely after years of my kitties napping on it and

just being kitties on it!

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be

in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!

A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!



Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


